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MICHAEL FORREST 
Album: ‘Infinite Music Machine’  

Released for iPhone / iPad / iPod Touch - Good To Hear – 10th March 2014 !
“Intense and hypnotic stuff” Guardian !

“One unholy beast, matching the lurid IDM of, say Amon Tobin, with the glitch-hop of 
early Flying Lotus... A swarm of noise and texture” Clash !

“Multi-Instrumental production wizard” Time Out !!
Released in the App Store on 10th March ‘Infinite Music Machine’ is the innovative 
interactive App-based album released from experimental multi-instrumentalist and 
electronic producer Michael Forrest.  !
It is an engaging 1000 loop journey through tunnels of electronic textures that hints at 
IDM, Chiptune, Glitch and experimental left field electronica that has drawn comparisons 
to Autechre, Amon Tobin and LCD Soundsystem with influences lying in Mouse on Mars, 
Cinematic Orchestra and Tricky.  !
Instead of releasing this music as fixed recording, Forrest composes musical structures in 
code and chance, creating a listening experience that is different every time. This form of 
musical expression, never feasible as a release format before the age of smart phones, 
moves into worlds first explored by Brian Eno and Bjork - Forrest’s work here proves that 
there is still much to be discovered. !
The app itself allows listeners to influence the music, as well as to save and share their 
favourite moments - moments that would otherwise be lost forever in the infinite 
possibilities. Anybody who doesn’t have a supported smart phone or tablet can hear one 
possible route through the album as a 60 minute mix on SoundCloud. !
As well as a highly accomplished and innovative musician he is a promoter and very much 
part of the London experimental electronica circuit and runs SQUARES, which has 
featured; Max Tundra, Digitonal, Chik Budo, OMMM and Graham Dunning amongst others. !

“Jump down an electronic rabbit-hole with this sound-warping UK producer.” Societe 
Perrier !

“With elements of both rave and techno-pop, it has quite a unique feel” Hold Up Now !



“The beat whips and crunches through the airwaves with all kinds of percussion thrown 
into the mix and constantly keeps the listener on their toes” Exploding Head Syndrome !!

Live Dates !
3rd April – Hysteria, London !
Website: http://michaelforrestmusic.com/  
Facebook: www.facebook.com/michael.forrest.music 
Soundcloud:  http://soundcloud.com/michaelforrest !
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For all queries please contact Lee Puddefoot at 9PR lee@9pr.co.uk / 020 7375 2725 


